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FLIP ULTRAHD
Sure to be one of the year’s most
requested stocking-stuffers, this
pocket-sized, hi-def camcorder
can capture two hours of video,
and recharges through a built-in
USB arm. Its pre-loaded editing
software is compatible with PCs
and Macs. $250— E.S.

KODAK ESP 9 PHOTO PRINTER

OLYMPUS PEN E-P1
A 1959 cult classic, the Olympus Pen
returns in digital form. Combining an
SLR’s large sensor with a point-andshoot’s small body, it’s truly the best of
both shutterbugging worlds. $900—D.L.

Printing photos doesn’t get much easier
than this. The ESP 9 delivers up to 30 pages
of colour photos per minute. Plus, its Wi-fi
connection lets you print from any networked
home or office computer. $300—E.S.

CANON POWERSHOT D10
Worried about schlepping that SLR to your
next sunshine destination? Get Canon’s compact, waterproof 12.1-megapixel camera. Your
vacation will look great, no matter how many
daiquiris you spill. $400—E.S.
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SANYO
VPCHD2000A
One of the
smallest 1080p
camcorders money
can buy. This Sanyo also
supports the new iFrame
movie format, which lets
you edit video directly
from the camera on your
computer. $750—D.L.

DELL ALIENWARE M15X
What’s in an admittedly cool name?
A 15-inch gaming laptop equipped
with a wickedly fast Intel Core i7
Mobile processor and full hi-def
capabilities. $1,700—E.S.

HP ENVY 15 NOTEBOOK

LINKSYS DUAL-N BAND ROUTER
This wireless router’s 5 and 2.4 GHz
bands deliver double the bandwidth
for less wait time and significantly
fewer interruptions. $190—E.S.

HP’s powerful consumer notebook features the
new Intel® Core™ i7, a processor fast enough to
get the most out of video-editing projects and
games. A laser-etched pattern on its magnesium
case gives the Envy a unique look. $2,200—E.S.

LOGITECH PERFORMANCE MOUSE MX
A four-thumb button mouse
that charges even when in use
and provides precise control on tough
surfaces like glass, the MX is, in theory,
the perfect right-hand man. $120—E.S.
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Steam Whistle “Retro
Style” Bottle Opener
Mount this opener on a wall
or stick it to your fridge
for an arty and deco way to
say cheers. Two bottles of
award-winning, premium
pilsner included. $30

Clue: Secrets and Spies
Hasbro’s newest edition
of Clue brings the world of
international espionage to
game night. $30

Monopoly City
Featuring 80 buildings in
3-D, this vertical version of
the Hasbro classic lets you
live out your wildest real
estate dreams. $35

X-Box 360 Wireless
Racing Wheel
Bring all the bumps and
turns from the racetrack
to your living room for the
ultimate armchair racing
experience. $100

X-Box 360 Elite
A 120GB hard drive,
a wireless controller and a
headset: X-Box’s executive
console package is nothing
short of complete. $300

Prof. Prune
Jacket Dolce&Gabbana
Sweater Loro Piana
Shirt Eton
Pants Brunello Cucinelli
Tie and pocket square Dion

X-BOX GAMES
Forza Motorsport 3
For those with a need
for speed. $65

Halo 3: ODST
Become an Orbital Drop
Shock Trooper at your
own risk. $70

Lips: Number One Hits
This singing game
features over 40 charttoppers. $70
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The Games Room
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Star Trek TNG: Motion
Picture Collection
All four Next Generation
films, plus three hours
of special features, on
five discs. DVD: $60,
Blu-ray: $105—E.S.

Star Trek Original Series:
Motion Picture Collection
Six films, from Star Trek: The
Motion Picture through Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered
Country, plus over 140
minutes of special features,
on seven discs. DVD: $90,
Blu-ray: $140—E.S.

25 Films by Akira Kurosawa
Featuring The Idiot, Scandal
and Seven Samurai—and
four previously unreleased
films—this career-spanning
Criterion box is Tarantino
at his best. (Zing!) Includes
notes on each film and a booklength essay. DVD: $520—E.S.

Futurama: Complete DVD
Collection 1999-2009
Matt Groening’s other
animated series in a subtle,
collectable Bender head box.
$200—E.S.

Battlestar Galactica:
The Complete Series
Not just 25 discs & 70 hours
of features, but a Cylon
action figure and a Cylon
head box set. (In answer
to your question: Bender’s
frakkin’ head is bigger.)
DVD or Blu-ray: $290—E.S.

Paul Newman:
The Tribute Collection
Thirteen of the blue-eyed
legend’s most famous films
on 17 discs, including Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid and The Long Hot
Summer. DVD: $120—E.S.

Toshiba Regza SV670
A 46" LCD HDTV with
serious style, this Regza’s
ambient room sensor
guarantees optimal image
quality at any time of day.
Its fifth-generation digital
video processor makes colours pop. $2,500—E.S.

Epson MovieMate 72

Panasonic DMP-B15K

Sometimes bigger is better: Epson’s 720p all-in-one unit
projects movies or video games on a surface up to eight
times larger than a 40-inch
screen. Compatible with
iPod, Nintendo Wii,
PS3 and Xbox 360.
$1,350—E.S.

This portable Blu-ray
player offers the full 1080p
experience; it supports SD
cards and connects to most
HDTVs. $1,000—D. L.

Product photography (DVDs) by Steve Carty
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Sony “Mu-Te-Ki” Home Theatre System
Featuring three HDMI inputs and iPod, Walkman, computer or Bluetooth hook-ups,
Sony’s “Mu-Te-Ki” simplifies music-media management. Fitting the seven speakers
and two subwoofers under the tree is a different story. $1,100—E.S.
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Colonel Dijon
Jacket Polo Ralph Lauren
Shirt Polo Ralph Lauren
Tie Hermès
Pants Philip Sparks

TIFFANY ELSA
PERETTI SHAVING
SOAP BOX
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Crafted in sterling
silver by the worldrenowned designer
after which it’s named,
this elegant soap
box sets the bar for
grooming ornaments.
$785—E.S.

DOLCE&GABBANA
THE ONE
Described as an oriental
perfume developed on the harmony of tobacco with refined
boisé notes, D&G has succeeded
again with this spicy, sensual
and subtle lingerer. $65—E.S.

KENT HAND-MADE
COMB

KENT GENTLEMEN’S HAIRBRUSH

Dating back to 1777
(during the reign of
George III), English
grooming company
Kent makes combs
with rounded teeth
that never damage
hair. $15—E.S.

Sporting natural
bristles and fashioned
from the finest woods,
this brush’s tufts
massage and stimulate
the scalp. $95—E.S.

BIRKS & MAYORS
STERLING SILVER
CANDLESTICKS
Talk about dualpurpose: These classic
accessories can set the
scene for a romantic
evening and serve as
defensive weapons
against unruly guests.
$315 each—E.S.

BIRKS & MAYORS
MURANO VASE
A touch of elegant
black from the
renowned glassmaking district on
the Venetian island of
Murano. $325—E.S.

The gents

CK FREE
Between its fruity opening,
woodsy middle, and soft,
musky drydown, CK Free covers a lot of ground. This sporty
new scent has met with early
success, and clearly has versatility to thank. $57—D. B.

BOIS 1920 — CLASSIC 1920
A cool, balanced Italian fragrance as unusual as it is tasteful:
This fresh, green composition
stays strong all day without
overpowering. It’s a winning
complexity, displaying throughout quiet hints of sandalwood,
citrus and vetiver. $185—D. B.
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